
Honeywell vs. Core & Main (HD Supply) 
 
Cost: 

 Honeywell’s adjusted proposal cost after the on-site demonstration meetings was 
approximately 6 million dollars higher then Core & Main. 

 

 Below is a summary of the AMI Business Case over a 15-year period showing the 
proposal costs for both Core & Main (HD Supply) and Honeywell.  

 

 
 
Meters: 

 The proposed electric meter by Honeywell does not have temperature sensing (would 
not detect a hot socket condition that could result in an increased fire risk).  The electric 
meters proposed by Core & Main are Sensus meters that have two temperature 
sensors, one measuring the socket temperature and one measuring the meter's circuit 
board temperature. The temperature sensors also compensate for ambient 
temperature. 

 



 The Sensus electric meters support automated disconnect in the event programmable 
temperature's rate of rise threshold at either the meter socket or on the circuit board 
has been exceeded; and, provide immediate alarm notification to City's trouble dispatch 
office.  The Honeywell Elster meters do not provide this functionality.   

 

 The Sensus electric meters provide Voltage Sag/Swell with programmable alarming 
capability for Single and Polyphase Meters.  The Honeywell Elster meters do not provide 
this functionality.   

 

 The Sensus electric meter provides for a disconnect/reconnect switch that can be 
configured to open during an outage when certain set thresholds (minimum/maximum 
voltage) are reached. The Honeywell Elster meters do not provide this functionality.   
 

 The electric meter accuracy of the Sensus C&I meter is 0.2%.  The Honeywell Elster C&I 
meter accuracy is 0.5%.  

 

 The water meter interface unit (MIU) proposed by Sensus is interoperable with other 
sensor technologies such as remote shutoff valves, leak sensors, and irrigation 
controllers without a major effect on battery life. The water meters proposed by 
Honeywell do not comply with this.   
 

 The Sensus water meter and MIU’s are compatible with pressure sensor technologies.  
The Honeywell water meters do not provide this functionality.   
 

 Sensus water meters provide a “last-gasp” message when the battery expires.  The 
Honeywell water meters do not provide this functionality.  
  

 Honeywell’s Elster water meter lists an operating range of .125 gpm - 20 gpm which is 
less in comparison with the Sensus iPERL water meter’s range of 0.11 gpm – 35 gpm.  
The Sensus meters will provide a shortened payback period through their ability to 
capture and meter water at lower flow rates. 
 

 Honeywell’s Elster water meter is rated at a maximum operating pressure of 150 psi.  
This could present some potential problems in some areas of our system that exceed 
operating pressures of 150 psi.  Core & Main’s Sensus iPERL meter is rated at a 
maximum operating pressure of 200 psi which would not be impacted by the systems 
areas of higher pressure. 
 

 The Sensus iPERL meter provided by Core & Main includes a warranty of 10 years at full 
replacement and pro-rated to 20 years for the life of the meter battery.  Honeywell’s 
Elster meter includes only a one year warranty for the life of the battery “provided the 
frequency of communication events does not exceed one (1) communication of a normal 
data set per day”.   



 

Telecommunication System: 

 Honeywell is proposing the use of 94 gatekeeper field devices (collector base stations) 

as part of their telecommunications strategy. This is a significantly larger number than 

Core & Main is proposing (20 total). In Honeywell’s’ proposal, the City would be 

required to monitor and maintain these units which would place a heavy burden on the 

IPL Telecommunications staff. This would require at least one additional telecom crew 

member and vehicle which was not included as part of the original BCA. Core & Main 

has included base station management as part of their managed services proposal. 

 Approximately 60% of the collector devices proposed by Honeywell will require cellular 
service for backhaul.  The City would be required to negotiate separately with wireless 
carriers for this service.  Cellular providers do not place a high priority on machine-to-
machine communications.  If these systems are affected by weather, a mass calling 
event, or just loose communication, the City will be at the mercy of the provider to 
restore services, which will result in lower reliability.   

 

 The mesh network proposed by Honeywell transmits meter-to-meter data throughout 
the day (hundreds of times per day) in order to maintain the health and connectivity of 
the network.  The network proposed by Core & Main transmits directly to the collector 4 
to 6 times per day.  With regard to RF exposure (which the Board of Health stated would 
not be a health risk), this might be a point of concern for some Independence 
Customers. 
 

 Honeywell utilizes a 900 MHz mesh network. 900MHz is an unlicensed frequency, which 
means that it can be used for many purposes. 900MHz is commonly found in amateur 
radios, vehicle sensors, indoor and outdoor long-range signal repeaters, cordless 
phones, walkie-talkies and many other products. At this time, there are no particular 
issues using this spectrum but there are no guarantees in the future that this space 
won’t become saturated with other technologies that could limit the ability to expand 
the City’s AMI system. With Core & Main, the City will purchase a private spectrum 
license from the FCC, giving us exclusive access to certain frequencies within a 
geographic area. 

 

 The collector stations proposed by Core & Main will be strategically placed (substations, 
existing microwave towers) in order to minimize safety, security and reliability concerns.  
The simple fact that the number of collectors proposed by Honeywell is nearly five times 
the Core & Main proposal exposes us to nearly five times the potential of threats from a 
standpoint of safety, security, reliability and intentional acts of vandalism.  

 

 The point-to-point architecture proposed by Core & Main will provide for dedicated 
channels that can be used for distribution automation and street light control 



applications.  The mesh network proposed by Honeywell does not provide for 
independent channels that makes advanced applications more difficult to implement.   
  

Outage Management: 

 The point-to-point architecture proposed by Core & Main enables much higher outage 
success because messages do not pass through multi-hop meters as in the self-healing 
mesh network proposed by Honeywell. 

 

 During a mass system outage, the mesh network proposed by Honeywell could require 
hours or even days to reform the communication routing paths.  The point-to-point 
architecture proposed by Core & Main immediately provides for a direct 
communications path once power is restored.   

 
Installation Services: 

 Honeywell will not provide an on-site project manager during implementation – Core & 
Main will. 

 

 Honeywell will only provide an IVR system for outbound calls as part of their customer 
engagement during deployment. Core & Main will provide a call center staffed with 6 
live operators. 
 

Overall Evaluation: 
 

 Honeywell listed minimal experience with hosted AMI systems (only 12 utilities in North 
America). Core & Main provides hosting services to over 630 utilities. 

 

 Honeywell’s overall evaluation score decreased from 93.41 to 91.8 after the on-site 
demonstrations. Core & Main’s overall evaluation score increased from 93.22 to 96.74 
after the on-site demonstrations. 

 

 Procurement Manager recommended only seeking best and final offer from Core & 
Main based on the large cost difference in pricing and the fact that the Evaluation 
Committee had listed several concerns regarding the Honeywell proposal. 


